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And the figures reported by DHS only take into account deaths confirmed by border officials, potentially undercounting hundreds of people who have perished in their attempts to enter the United ...
Record number of migrants die at southern border
Govs. Ron DeSantis of Florida and Greg Abbott of Texas may believe they are getting even with President Joe Biden for humanely relaxing the southern border restrictions put in place by the other guy.
People coming from border will help this country
Her comments were quickly questioned by NBC News anchor Chuck Todd: "We're going to have 2 million people cross this border for the first time ever. You're confident this border's secure?" ...
Most vulnerable Democrats won't say border is secure, or if they'd welcome illegal migrants in home districts
A migrant can apply for asylum in the United States if they are physically in the country or at a port of entry at Customs and Border Protection. Once the migrant crosses the border, the asylum ...
What happens once migrants cross the U.S. border seeking asylum? It’s complicated
Opinion editor's note: This commentary was submitted on behalf of several people affiliated with the ... the situation along our southern border, including the Sept. 2 letter "This can't go ...
Counterpoint: What people who work in immigration law know about the border
The border is secure, but we also have a broken immigration system, in particular, over the last four years before we came in, and it needs to be fixed," Harris replied. Todd pushed back: "We're going ...
Vice President Harris: 'The Border Is Secure'
“The border is secure,” Vice President Kamala ... a law and a plan for a pathway for citizenship for the millions of people who are here and are prepared to do what is legally required to ...
Kamala Harris’ bald-faced lies about the ‘secure’ border
Several groups of the border migrants were first dropped off ... all of its passengers at the HRA Men’s Shelter in Murray Hill in Manhattan on Sunday afternoon. “We are providing two buses ...
MTA now providing buses to transport arriving NYC migrants to shelters
The security chiefs of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan sat down for talks Saturday to stop fighting on the border between the two countries that so far has killed at least 24 people and wounded over 100.
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan hold talks to end border fighting
NBC's "Meet The Press" host Chuck Todd asked Vice President Kamala Harris about the staggering number of people illegally crossing the U.S. border and asked whether she would call the border ...
VP Kamala Harris: "We Have A Secure Border In That That Is A Priority For Any Nation," "The Border Is Secure"
Join us online for THE BORDER BETWEEN THEN AND NOW: A Conversation with People Threatened with Deportation. With Hüsniye Çöğür, Cynthia Garcia, Ravi Ragbir, and Naïscha Vilmé. Moderated by ...
THE BORDER BETWEEN THEN AND NOW: A Conversation with People Threatened with Deportation
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The number of Venezuelans taken into custody at the U.S. border with Mexico soared ... which U.S. officials invoke to deny people a chance at seeking asylum on grounds of ...
US officials: Border crossings soar among Venezuelans
Escape will cancel and close the window. End of dialog window. People say the disturbances in Fed Hill aren't that alarming Video A massive fire engulfed a 42-story skyscraper in central China on ...
People say the disturbances in Fed Hill aren't that alarming
A mountain bike rider on one of the Nail Can Hill tracks. Concern about its environs have been linked to a move to have the pursuit held on Eastern Hill. Picture by James Wiltshire A PUSH to have ...
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